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In everyday complex listening situations, sound emanating from several different sources arrives at
the ears of a listener both directly from the sources and as reflections from arbitrary directions. For
localization of the active sources, the auditory system needs to determine the direction of each
source, while ignoring the reflections and superposition effects of concurrently arriving sound. A
modeling mechanism with these desired properties is proposed. Interaural time difference ~ITD! and
interaural level difference ~ILD! cues are only considered at time instants when only the direct
sound of a single source has non-negligible energy in the critical band and, thus, when the evoked
ITD and ILD represent the direction of that source. It is shown how to identify such time instants
as a function of the interaural coherence ~IC!. The source directions suggested by the selected ITD
and ILD cues are shown to imply the results of a number of published psychophysical studies
related to source localization in the presence of distracters, as well as in precedence effect
conditions. © 2004 Acoustical Society of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1791872#
PACS numbers: 43.66.Qp, 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Ba @AK# Pages: 3075–3089I. INTRODUCTION
In most listening situations, the perceived directions of
auditory events coincide with the directions of the corre-
sponding physical sound sources. In everyday complex lis-
tening scenarios, sound from multiple sources, as well as
reflections from the surfaces of the physical surroundings,
arrive concurrently from different directions at the ears of a
listener. The auditory system does not only need to be able to
independently localize the concurrently active sources, but it
also needs to be able to suppress the effect of the reflections.
In this paper, a modeling mechanism is proposed to explain
both of these features. Before describing this modeling
mechanism in more detail, related psychophysical localiza-
tion experiments and psychoacoustic models are reviewed.
Localization accuracy in the presence of concurrent
sounds from different directions has been investigated by
several authors. A detailed review is given by Blauert ~1997!.
The effect of independent distracters on the localization of a
target sound has been recently studied by Good and Gilkey
~1996!, Good et al. ~1997!, Lorenzi et al. ~1999!, Hawley
et al. ~1999!, Drullman and Bronkhorst ~2000!, Langendijk
et al. ~2001!, Braasch and Hartung ~2002!, and Braasch
~2002!. The results of these studies generally imply that the
localization of the target is either not affected or only slightly
degraded by introducing one or two simultaneous distracters
at the same overall level as the target. When the number of
distracters is increased or the target-to-distracter ratio ~T/D!
is reduced, the localization performance begins to degrade.
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distracter in the frontal horizontal plane, the accuracy stays
very good down to a target level only a few dB above the
threshold of detection ~Good and Gilkey 1996, Good et al.
1997, Lorenzi et al. 1999!. An exception to these results is
the outcome of the experiment of Braasch ~2002!, where two
incoherent noises with exactly the same envelope were most
of the time not individually localizable.
In order to understand the localization of a source in the
presence of reflections from different directions, the prece-
dence effect needs to be considered. Extensive reviews have
been given by Zurek ~1987!, Blauert ~1997!, and Litovsky
et al. ~1999!. The operation of the precedence effect mani-
fests itself in a number of perceptual phenomena: fusion of
subsequent sound events into a single perceived entity, sup-
pression of directional discrimination of the later events, as
well as localization dominance by the first event. The direc-
tional perception of a pair of stimuli with an interstimulus
delay shorter than 1 ms is called summing localization. The
weight of the lagging stimulus reduces with increasing delay
up to approximately 1 ms, and for delays greater than that
the leading sound dominates the localization judgment, al-
though the lag might never be completely ignored. Echo
threshold refers to the delay where the fusion breaks apart.
Depending on stimulus properties and individual listeners,
thresholds between 2–50 ms have been reported in the lit-
erature ~Litovsky et al., 1999!.
Localization accuracy within rooms has been studied by
Hartmann ~1983!, Rakerd and Hartmann ~1985, 1986!, and
Hartmann and Rakerd ~1989! ~see also a review by Hart-
mann, 1997!. Overall, in these experiments the localization
performance was slightly degraded by the presence of reflec-
tions. Interestingly, using slow-onset sinusoidal tones and a
single reflecting surface, Rakerd and Hartmann ~1985! found3075075/15/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
that the precedence effect sometimes failed completely. In a
follow-up study, the relative contribution of the direct sound
and the steady state interaural cues to the localization judg-
ment was found to depend on the onset rate of the tones
~Rakerd and Hartmann, 1986!. Nevertheless, absence of an
attack transient did not prevent the correct localization of a
broadband noise stimulus ~Hartmann, 1983!. Gigue`re and
Abel ~1993! reported similar findings for noise with the
bandwidth reduced to one-third octave. Rise/decay time had
little effect on localization performance except for the lowest
center frequency ~500 Hz!, while increasing the reverbera-
tion time decreased the localization accuracy. Braasch et al.
~2003! investigated the bandwidth dependence further, find-
ing that the precedence effect started to fail when the band-
width of noise centered at 500 Hz was reduced to 100 Hz.
The auditory system features a number of physical,
physiological, and psychological processing stages for ac-
complishing the task of source direction discrimination and
ultimately the formation of the auditory spatial image. The
structure of a generic model for spatial hearing is illustrated
in Fig. 1. There is little doubt about the first stages of the
auditory system, i.e., the physical and physiological func-
tioning of the outer, middle, and inner ear are known and
understood to a high degree. However, already the stage of
the binaural processor is less well known. Different models
have used different approaches to explain various aspects of
binaural perception. The majority of proposed localization
models are based on an analysis of interaural time difference
~ITD! cues using a coincidence structure ~Jeffress, 1948!, or
a cross-correlation implementation that can be seen as a spe-
cial case of the coincidence structure. Evidence for cross-
correlation-like neural processing has also been found in
physiological studies ~Yin and Chan, 1990!. However, such
excitation-excitation ~EE! type cells are but one kind of neu-
ral units potentially useful for obtaining binaural information
~see, e.g., the introduction and references of Breebaart et al.,
2001!. With current knowledge, the interaction between the
binaural processor and higher level cognitive processes can
only be addressed through indirect psychophysical evidence.
For a single source in free field, sound from only one
direction arrives at the ears of a listener and thus causally
FIG. 1. A model of spatial hearing covering the physical, physiological, and
psychological aspects of the auditory system.3076 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 5, November 2004determines the ITD and interaural level difference ~ILD!
cues ~Gaik, 1993!, which appear in the auditory system as a
result of reflections, diffraction, and resonance effects caused
by the head, torso, and the external ears of the listener. How-
ever, in complex listening situations, i.e., in the presence of
several sound sources and/or room reflections, it often occurs
that sound from several different directions concurrently
reaches the position of the listener. Furthermore, the super-
position of sound emanating from several directions results
in instantaneous ITD and ILD cues that most of the time do
not correspond to any of the source directions. Nevertheless,
humans have a remarkable ability to resolve such complex
composites of sound into separate localizable auditory events
at directions corresponding to the sound sources.
Few binaural models have specifically considered local-
ization in complex listening situations. To begin with,
Blauert and Cobben ~1978! investigated a model with the
essential features of most current models, including a simu-
lation of the auditory periphery and cross-correlation analy-
sis. In a precedence effect experiment they concluded that
the correct cross-correlation peaks were available but the
model could not explain how to identify them. Later, Linde-
mann ~1986a! extended the model with contralateral and
temporal inhibition, combining the analysis of both ITD and
ILD cues within a single structure that was shown to be able
to simulate several precedence effect phenomena ~Linde-
mann, 1986b!. The model of Lindemann was further ex-
tended by Gaik ~1993! to take into account naturally occur-
ring combinations of ITD and ILD cues in free field. A
different phenomenological model, using localization inhibi-
tion controlled by an onset detector, was proposed by Zurek
~1987!, and developed into a cross-correlation implementa-
tion by Martin ~1997!. Hartung and Trahiotis ~2001! were
able to simulate the precedence effect for pairs of clicks
without any inhibition, just taking into account the properties
of the peripheral hearing. However, this model was not able
to predict the localization of continuous narrow-band noises
in a comparison of several models by Braasch and Blauert
~2003!. The best results were achieved with a combined
analysis of ITD cues with the model of Lindemann ~1986a!
and ILD cues using a modified excitation-inhibition ~EI!
model ~Breebaart et al., 2001! extended with temporal inhi-
bition. For independent localization of concurrent sources
with nonsimultaneous onsets, Braasch ~2002! has proposed a
cross-correlation difference model.
In this paper, we propose a single modeling mechanism
to explain various aspects of source localization in complex
listening situations. The basic approach is very straightfor-
ward: only ITD and ILD cues occurring at time instants
when they represent the direction of one of the sources are
selected, while other cues are ignored. It will be shown that
the interaural coherence ~IC! can be used as an indicator for
these time instants. More specifically, by selecting ITD and
ILD cues coinciding with IC cues larger than a certain
threshold, one can in many cases obtain a subset of ITD and
ILD cues similar to the corresponding cues of each source
presented separately in free field. The proposed cue selection
method is implemented in the framework of a model that
considers a physically and physiologically motivated periph-C. Faller and J. Merimaa: Source localization in complex listening
eral stage, whereas the remaining parts are analytically mo-
tivated. Fairly standard binaural analysis is used to calculate
the instantaneous ITD, ILD, and IC cues. The presented
simulation results reflect psychophysical data from a number
of localization experiments cited earlier, involving indepen-
dent distracters and precedence effect conditions.
The paper is organized as follows. The binaural model,
including the proposed cue selection mechanism, is de-
scribed in Sec. II. The simulation results are presented in
Sec. III with a short discussion of each case related to similar
psychophysical studies. Section IV includes a general discus-
sion of the model and results, followed by conclusions in
Sec. V.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The model can be divided into three parts: auditory pe-
riphery, binaural processor, and higher model stages. In this
section, each of the model stages is described in detail, fol-
lowed by a discussion of the features of the model.
A. Auditory periphery
Transduction of sound from a source to the ears of a
listener is realized by filtering the source signals either with
head-related transfer functions ~HRTFs! or with measured
binaural room impulse responses ~BRIRs!. HRTF filtering
simulates the direction dependent influence of the head and
outer ears on the ear input signals. BRIRs additionally in-
clude the effect of room reflections in an enclosed space. In
multisource scenarios, each source signal is first filtered with
a pair of HRTFs or BRIRs corresponding to the simulated
location of the source, and the resulting ear input signals are
summed before the next processing stage.
The effect of the middle ear is typically described as a
bandpass filter. However, since this paper is only considering
simulations at single critical bands, the frequency weighting
effect of the middle ear has been discarded in the model. The
frequency analysis of the basilar membrane is simulated by
passing the left and right ear signals through a gammatone
filterbank ~Patterson et al. 1995!. Each resulting critical band
signal is processed using a model of neural transduction as
proposed by Bernstein et al. ~1999!. The envelopes of the
signals are first compressed by raising them to the power of
0.23. The compressed signals are subjected to half-wave rec-
tification followed by squaring and a fourth order low-pass
filtering with a cutoff frequency of 425 Hz. The resulting
nerve firing densities at the corresponding left and right ear
critical bands are denoted x1 and x2 . These parts of the
model are implemented using the freely available Matlab
toolboxes from Slaney ~1998! and Akeroyd ~2001!.
Internal noise is introduced into the model in order to
describe the limited accuracy of the auditory system. For this
purpose independent Gaussian noise, filtered with the same
gammatone filters as the considered critical band signals, is
added to each critical band signal before applying the model
of neural transduction. The noise is statistically independent
for each critical band, as well as for the left and right ears.
For the critical band centered at 2 kHz, a sound pressure
level ~SPL! of 9.4 dB has been chosen according to Bree-
baart et al. ~2001! who fitted the level of the noise to de-J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 5, November 2004 C. Fscribe detection performance near the threshold of hearing.
For other critical bands the level is scaled according to the
hearing threshold curves ~ISO 389, 1975!. For the 500 Hz
band, an SPL of 14.2 dB is used.
B. Binaural processor
As mentioned in Sec. I, the present study does not make
a specific physiological assumption about the binaural pro-
cessor. The only assumption is that its output signals ~e.g.,
binaural activity patterns! yield information which can be
used by the upper stages of the auditory system for discrimi-
nating ITD, ILD, and IC. Given this assumption, the pro-
posed model computes the ITD, ILD, and IC directly. Note
that here ITD, ILD, and IC are defined with respect to critical
band signals after applying the neural transduction.
The ITD and IC are estimated from the normalized
cross-correlation function. Given x1 and x2 for a specific
center frequency f c , at the index of each sample n, a running
normalized cross-correlation function is computed according
to
g~n ,m !5
a12~n ,m !
Aa11~n ,m !a22~n ,m !
, ~1!
where
a12~n ,m !5ax1~n2max$m ,0%!x2~n2max$2m ,0%!
1~12a!a12~n21,m !,
a11~n ,m !5ax1~n2max$m ,0%!x1~n2max$m ,0%!
1~12a!a11~n21,m !,
a22~n ,m !5ax2~n2max$2m ,0%!x2~n2max$2m ,0%!
1~12a!a22~n21,m !,
and aP@0,1# determines the time constant of the exponen-
tially decaying estimation window
T5
1
a f s , ~2!
where f s denotes the sampling frequency. g(n ,m) is evalu-
ated over time lags in the range of @21,1# ms, i.e., m/ f sP
@21,1# ms. The ITD ~in samples! is estimated as the lag of
the maximum of the normalized cross-correlation function,
t~n !5arg max
m
g~n ,m !. ~3!
Note that the time resolution of the computed ITD is limited
by the sampling interval.
The normalization of the cross-correlation function is
introduced in order to get an estimate of the IC, defined as
the maximum value of the instantaneous normalized cross-
correlation function,
c12~n !5max
m
g~n ,m !. ~4!
This estimate describes the coherence of the left and right ear
input signals. In principle, it has a range of @0,1#, where 1
occurs for perfectly coherent x1 and x2 . However, due to the
DC offset of the halfwave rectified signals, the values of c123077aller and J. Merimaa: Source localization in complex listening
are typically higher than 0 even for independent ~nonzero! x1
and x2 . Thus, the effective range of the interaural coherence
c12 is compressed from @0,1# to @a ,1# by the neural transduc-
tion. The compression is more pronounced ~larger a! at high
frequencies, where the low pass filtering of the half-wave
rectified critical band signals yields signal envelopes with a
higher DC offset than in the signal wave forms ~Bernstein
and Trahiotis, 1996!.
The ILD is computed as
DL~n !510 log10S L2~n ,t~n !!L1~n ,t~n !! D , ~5!
where
L1~n ,m !5ax1
2~n2max$m ,0%!1~12a!L1~n21,m !,
L2~n ,m !5ax2
2~n2max$2m ,0%!1~12a!L2~n21,m !.
Note that due to the envelope compression the resulting ILD
estimates will be smaller than the level differences between
the ear input signals. For coherent ear input signals with a
constant level difference, the estimated ILD ~in dB! will be
0.23 times that of the physical signals.
The sum of the signal power of x1 and x2 that contrib-
utes to the estimated ITD, ILD, and IC cues at time index n
is
p~n !5L1~n ,t~n !!1L2~n ,t~n !!. ~6!
Choosing the time constant T is a difficult task. Studies
of binaural detection actually suggest that the auditory sys-
tem integrates binaural data using a double-sided window
with time constants of both sides in the order of 20–40 ms
~e.g., Kollmeier and Gilkey, 1990!. However, a double sided
window with this large time constant will not be able to
simulate the precedence effect, where the localization of a
lead sound should not be influenced by a lagging sound after
only a few milliseconds. The difference could be explained
by assuming that the auditory system responsible for binau-
ral detection further integrates the binaural data originally
derived with a better time resolution. In this paper we have
chosen to use a single-sided exponential time window with a
time constant of 10 ms, in accordance with the time constant
of the temporal inhibition of the model of Lindemann
~1986a!.
C. Higher model stages
A vast amount of information is available to the upper
stages of the auditory system through the signals from the
auditory periphery. The focus of this study lies only in the
analysis of the three interchannel properties between left and
right critical band signals that were defined in the preceding
section: ITD, ILD, and IC. It is assumed that at each time
instant n the information about the values of these three sig-
nal properties, $DL(n),t(n),c12(n)%, is available for further
processing in the upper stages of the auditory system.
Consider the simple case of a single source in free field.
Whenever there is sufficient signal power, the source direc-
tion determines the nearly constant ITD and ILD which ap-
pear between each left and right critical band signal with the
same center frequency. The ~average! ITDs and ILDs occur-3078 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 5, November 2004ring in this scenario are denoted ‘‘free-field cues’’ in the fol-
lowing. The free-field cues of a source with an azimuthal
angle f are denoted tf and DLf . It is assumed that this kind
of a one source free-field scenario is the reference for the
auditory system. That is, in order for the auditory system to
perceive auditory events at the directions of the sources, it
must obtain ITD and/or ILD cues similar to the free-field
cues corresponding to each source that is being discrimi-
nated. The most straightforward way to achieve this is to
select the ITD and ILD cues at time instants when they are
similar to the free-field cues. In the following it is shown
how this can be done with the help of the IC.
When several independent sources are concurrently ac-
tive in free field, the resulting cue triplets
$DL(n),t(n),c12(n)% can be classified into two groups: ~1!
Cues arising at time instants when only one of the sources
has power in that critical band. These cues are similar to the
free-field cues @direction is represented in $DL(n),t(n)%,
and c12(n)’1]. ~2! Cues arising when multiple sources have
non-negligible power in a critical band. In such a case, the
pair $DL(n),t(n)% does not represent the direction of any
single source, unless the superposition of the source signals
at the ears of the listener incidentally produces similar cues.
Furthermore, when the two sources are assumed to be inde-
pendent, the cues are fluctuating and c12(n),1. These con-
siderations motivate the following method for selecting ITD
and ILD cues. Given the set of all cue pairs, $DL(n),t(n)%,
only the subset of pairs is considered which occurs simulta-
neously with an IC larger than a certain threshold, c12(n)
.c0 . This subset is denoted
$DL~n !,t~n !uc12~n !.c0%. ~7!
The same cue selection method is applicable for deriv-
ing the direction of a source while suppressing the directions
of one or more reflections. When the ‘‘first wave front’’ ar-
rives at the ears of a listener, the evoked ITD and ILD cues
are similar to the free-field cues of the source, and c12(n)
’1. As soon as the first reflection from a different direction
arrives, the superposition of the source signal and the reflec-
tion results in cues that do not resemble the free-field cues of
either the source or the reflection. At the same time IC re-
duces to c12(n),1, since the direct sound and the reflection
superimpose as two signal pairs with different ITD and ILD.
Thus, IC can be used as an indicator for whether ITD and
ILD cues are similar to free-field cues of sources or not,
while ignoring cues related to reflections.
For a given c0 there are several factors determining how
frequently c12(n).c0 . In addition to the number, strengths,
and directions of the sound sources and room reflections,
c12(n) depends on the specific source signals and on the
critical band being analyzed. In many cases, the larger the c0
the more similar the selected cues are to the free-field cues.
However, there is a strong motivation to choose c0 as small
as possible while still getting accurate enough ITD and/or
ILD cues, because this will lead to the cues being selected
more often, and consequently to a larger proportion of the
ear input signals contributing to the localization.
It is assumed that the auditory system adapts c0 for each
specific listening situation, i.e., for each scenario with a con-C. Faller and J. Merimaa: Source localization in complex listening
stant number of active sources at specific locations in a con-
stant acoustical environment. Since the listening situations
do not usually change very quickly, it is assumed that c0 is
adapted relatively slowly in time. In Sec. III B 1, it is also
argued that such an adaptive process may be related to the
buildup of the precedence effect. All simulations reported in
this paper consider only one specific listening situation at a
time. Therefore, for each simulation a single constant c0 is
used.
D. Discussion
The physiological feasibility of the cue selection de-
pends on the human sensitivity to changes in interaural cor-
relation. The topic has been investigated by Pollack and Trit-
tipoe ~1959a, 1959b!, Gabriel and Colburn ~1981!, Grantham
~1982!, Koehnke et al. ~1986!, Jain et al. ~1991!, Culling
et al. ~2001!, and Boehnke et al. ~2002!. These investiga-
tions agree in that the sensitivity is highest for changes from
full correlation, whereas the estimates of the corresponding
just noticeable differences ~JNDs! have a very large variance.
For narrow band noise stimuli centered at 500 Hz, the re-
ported JNDs range from 0.0007 ~Jain et al., 1991, fringed
condition! to 0.13 ~Culling et al., 2001! for different listeners
and different stimulus conditions. The sensitivity has been
generally found to be lower at higher frequencies. However,
all the cited studies have measured sensitivity to correlation
of the ear input wave forms instead of correlation computed
after applying a model of neural transduction. As discussed
in Sec. II B, the model of Bernstein et al. ~1999! reduces the
range of IC, indicating overall lower JNDs of IC as defined
in this paper. Furthermore, the model has been specifically
fitted to yield constant thresholds at different critical bands
when applied to prediction of binaural detection based on
changes in IC ~Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1996!. With these
considerations it can be concluded that at least the JNDs
reported by Gabriel and Colburn ~1981!, Koehnke et al.
~1986!, and Jain et al. ~1991! are within the range of preci-
sion needed for the simulations in Sec. III.
The auditory system may not actually use a hard IC
threshold for selecting or discarding binaural cues. Instead of
pure selection, similar processing could be implemented as
an IC based weighting of ITD and ILD cues with a slightly
smoother transition. However, the simple selection criterion
suffices to illustrate the potential of the proposed method, as
will be shown in Sec. III. Interestingly, van de Par et al.
~2001! have argued that the precision needed for normaliza-
tion of the cross-correlation function is so high that it is
unlikely that the auditory system is performing the normal-
ization per se. Since normalized cross correlation, neverthe-
less, describes the perception of IC well, it will be utilized in
this paper.
The cue selection can also be seen as a multiple looks
approach for localization. Multiple looks have been previ-
ously proposed to explain monaural detection and discrimi-
nation performance with increasing signal duration ~Viemeis-
ter and Wakefield, 1991!. The idea is that the auditory system
has a short term memory of ‘‘looks’’ at the signal, which can
be accessed and processed selectively. In the case of local-
ization, the looks would consist of momentary ITD, ILD, andJ. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 5, November 2004 C. FIC cues. With an overview of a set of recent cues, ITDs and
ILDs corresponding to high IC values could be adaptively
selected.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
As mentioned earlier, it is assumed that in order to per-
ceive an auditory event at a certain direction, the auditory
system needs to obtain cues similar to the free-field cues
corresponding to a source at that direction. In the following,
the proposed cue selection is applied to several stimuli that
have been used in previously published psychophysical stud-
ies. In all cases both the selected cues as well as all cues
prior to the selection are illustrated, and the implied direc-
tions are discussed in relation to the literature.
The effectiveness of the proposed cue selection is as-
sessed using a number of statistical measures. The biases of
the ITD and ILD cues with respect to the free-field cues tf
and DLf are defined as
bt5uE$t~n !%2tfu,
~8!bDL5uE$DL~n !%2DLfu,
respectively, and the corresponding standard deviations are
given by
st5AE$~t~n !2E$t~n !%!2%,
~9!
sDL5AE$~DL~n !2E$DL~n !%!2%.
The biases and standard deviations are computed considering
only the selected cues @Eq. ~7!#. When there is more than one
source to be discriminated, these measures are estimated
separately for each source by grouping the selected cues at
each time instant with the source known to have free-field
cues closest to their current values.
For many cases, the larger the cue selection threshold
c0 , the smaller the bias and standard deviation. The choice
of c0 is a compromise between the similarity of the selected
cues to the free-field cues and the proportion of the ear input
signals contributing to the resulting localization. The propor-
tion of the signals contributing to the localization is charac-
terized with the fraction of power represented by the selected
parts of the signals, given by
p05
E$p~n !w~n !%
E$p~n !%
, ~10!
where p(n) is defined in Eq. ~6! and the weighting function
w(n) is
w~n !5H 1, if c12~n !.c0 ,0, otherwise. ~11!
In this paper, the cue selection is only considered inde-
pendently at single critical bands. Except for different values
of c0 , the typical behavior appears to be fairly similar at
critical bands with different center frequencies. For most
simulations, we have chosen to use the critical bands cen-
tered at 500 Hz and/or 2 kHz. At 500 Hz the binaural pro-
cessor operates on the input wave forms, whereas at 2 kHz
the model of auditory periphery extracts the envelopes of the
input signals and feeds them to the binaural processor. Where3079aller and J. Merimaa: Source localization in complex listening
FIG. 2. IC, ILD, and ITD as a function
of time for two independent speech
sources at 640° azimuth. Left column,
500 Hz; and right column, 2 kHz criti-
cal band. The cue selection thresholds
~top row! and the free-field cues of the
sources ~middle and bottom rows! are
indicated with dashed lines. Selected
cues are marked with bold solid lines.appropriate, results for other critical bands are also shown or
briefly discussed. However, considering the way the auditory
system eventually combines information from different criti-
cal bands is beyond the scope of this paper. As mentioned
earlier, the simulations are carried out with a single constant
cue selection threshold c0 for each case. It is assumed that
the auditory system has already adapted c0 to be effective for
the specific listening situation. Unless otherwise noted, the
specific c0 was chosen such that a visual inspection of the
simulation results implies an effective cue selection.
Two kinds of plots are used to illustrate the cue selec-
tion. In some cases the instantaneous ITD and ILD values are
plotted as a function of time, marking the values which are
selected. For other examples, the effect of the cue selection is
visualized by plotting short-time estimates of probability
density functions ~PDFs! of the selected ITD and ILD cues.
Unless otherwise noted, the PDFs are estimated by comput-
ing histograms of ITD and ILD cues for a time span of 1.6 s.
The height of the maximum peak is normalized to one in all
PDFs. In both types of plots, free-field cues resulting from
simulations of the same source signals without concurrent
sound sources or reflections, are also indicated ~the Matlab
code used for these simulations is available at http://
www.acoustics.hut.fi/software/cueselection/!.
Listening situations in free field are simulated using
HRTFs measured with the KEMAR dummy head with large
pinnae, taken from the CIPIC HRTF Database ~Algazi et al.,
2001!. All simulated sound sources are located in the frontal
horizontal plane, and, unless otherwise noted, all the stimuli
are aligned to 60 dB SPL averaged over the whole stimulus
length.
A. Independent sources in free-field
In this section, the cue selection method is applied to
independent stimuli in an anechoic environment. As the first
example, the operation of the selection procedure is illus-
trated in detail for the case of independent speech sources at3080 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 5, November 2004different directions. Subsequently, simulation results of the
effect of target-to-distracter ratio ~T/D! on localization of the
target stimulus are presented.
1. Concurrent speech
Localization of a speech target in the presence of one or
more competing speech sources has been investigated by
Hawley et al. ~1999! and Drullman and Bronkhorst ~2000!.
Drullman and Bronkhorst ~2000! utilized an anechoic virtual
environment using both individualized and nonindividual-
ized HRTFs for binaural reproduction of the stimuli. They
reported slight but statistically significant degradation in lo-
calization performance when the number of competing talk-
ers was increased beyond 2. The experiment of Hawley et al.
~1999!, on the other hand, was conducted in a ‘‘sound-field
room’’ ~reverberation time of approximately 200 ms!, as well
as using headphone reproduction of the stimuli recorded bin-
aurally in the same room. While not strictly anechoic, their
results are also useful for evaluating our anechoic simulation
results. Hawley et al. ~1999! found that apart from occa-
sional confusions between the target and the distracters, in-
creasing the number of competitors from 1 to 3 had no sig-
nificant effect on localization accuracy. As discussed in Sec.
I, room reflections generally make the localization task more
difficult, so a similar or a better result would be expected to
occur in an anechoic situation. Note that the overall localiza-
tion performance reported by Drullman and Bronkhorst
~2000! was fairly poor, and the results may have been af-
fected by a relatively complex task requiring listeners to rec-
ognize the target talker prior to judging its location.
Based on the previous discussion, the cue selection has
to yield ITD and ILD cues similar to the free-field cues of
each of the speech sources in order to correctly predict the
directions of the perceived auditory events. Three simula-
tions were carried out with 2, 3, and 5 concurrent speech
sources. The signal of each source consisted of a different
phonetically balanced sentence from the Harvard IEEE list
~IEEE, 1969! recorded by the same male speaker. As the firstC. Faller and J. Merimaa: Source localization in complex listening
FIG. 3. ITD and ILD bias ~top panels!, standard devia-
tion ~middle panels!, and relative power ~bottom left
panel! of the selected signal portions as a function of
the cue selection threshold c0 for two independent
speech sources. Data are shown for the 250, 500, 1000,
2000, and 3000 Hz critical bands.case, 2 speech sources were simulated at azimuthal angles of
640°. Figure 2 shows the IC, ILD, and ITD as a function of
time for the critical bands with center frequencies of 500 Hz
and 2 kHz. The free-field cues which would occur with a
separate simulation of the sources at the same angles are
indicated with the dashed lines. The selected ITD and ILD
cues @Eq. ~7!# are marked with bold solid lines. Thresholds of
c050.95 and c050.99 were used for the 500 Hz and 2 kHz
critical bands, respectively, resulting in 65% and 54% se-
lected signal power @Eq. ~10!#. The selected cues are always
close to the free-field cues, implying perception of two audi-
tory events located at the directions of the sources, as re-
ported in the literature. As expected, due to the neural trans-
duction IC has a smaller range at the 2 kHz critical band than
at the 500 Hz critical band. Consequently, a larger c0 is
required.
The performance of the cue selection was assessed as a
function of c0 for the same two speech sources and the criti-
cal bands with center frequencies of 250, 500, 1000, 2000,
and 3000 Hz. Figure 3 shows the ITD and ILD biases @Eq.J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 5, November 2004 C. F~8!# and standard deviations @Eq. ~9!#, as well as the fraction
of signal power corresponding to the selected cues @Eq. ~10!#
as a function of c0 . The biases and standard deviations were
computed for both sources separately, as described earlier,
and then averaged over 1.6 s of the signals. The graphs in-
dicate that both the biases and the standard deviations de-
crease with increasing c0 . Thus, the larger the c0 , the closer
the obtained cues are to the reference free-field values. Fur-
thermore, the selected signal power decreases gradually until
fairly high values of c0 . The general trend of having higher
absolute ILD errors at high frequencies is related to the over-
all larger range of ILDs occuring at high frequencies due to
more efficient head shadowing.
The simulation with three independent talkers was per-
formed with speech sources at 0° and 630° azimuth, and the
simulation of five talkers with two additional sources at
680° azimuth. In both cases the results were fairly similar at
different critical bands, so the data are only shown for the
500 Hz band. Panels ~A! and ~B! of Fig. 4 show PDFs of
ITD and ILD without the cue selection for the three and fiveFIG. 4. PDFs of ITD and ILD for three ~A! and five ~B!
independent speech sources and corresponding PDFs
when cue selection is applied @~C! and ~D!#. The values
of the free-field cues for each source are indicated with
dotted lines. Data are shown for the 500 Hz critical
band.3081aller and J. Merimaa: Source localization in complex listening
FIG. 5. PDFs of ITD and ILD for a
click-train and white Gaussian noise at
different T/D ratios: 23, 29, 221 dB
~A!–~C!, and the corresponding PDFs
when cue selection is applied ~D!–~F!.
The values of the free-field cues are
indicated with dotted lines. Data are
shown for the 2 kHz critical band.speech sources, respectively. Panels ~C! and ~D! of Fig. 4
show similar PDFs of the selected cues. The selection thresh-
old was set at c050.99 corresponding to 54% selected signal
power for the three sources and 22% for the five sources. In
both cases, even the PDFs considering all cues show ITD
peaks at approximately correct locations, and the cue selec-
tion can be seen to enhance the peaks. With the cue selection,
the widths of the peaks ~i.e., the standard deviations of ITD
and ILD! in the three source case are as narrow as in separate
one source free-field simulations, which implies robust local-
ization of three auditory events corresponding to the psycho-
physical results of Hawley et al. ~1999! and Drullman and
Bronkhorst ~2000!. In the case of five sources, the peaks get
slightly broader. The ITD peaks are still narrow and correctly
located but at the 500 Hz critical band, the range of ILD cues
is insufficient for distinct peaks to appear along the ILD axis.
This result is also in line with the classic duplex theory ~Ray-
leigh, 1907! of sound localization, stating that at low fre-
quencies ITD cues are more salient than ILD cues.
2. Click-train and noise
Good and Gilkey ~1996! and Good et al. ~1997! studied
the localization of a click-train target in the presence of a
simultaneous noise distracter. Using loudspeaker reproduc-
tion in an anechoic chamber, localization performance was
shown to degrade monotonously with a decreasing target-to-
distracter ratio ~T/D!. The investigated T/D ratios were de-
fined relative to the individual detection threshold of each
listener for the case when the target sound was presented
from the same direction as the distracter. With a target level
just a few dB above the detection threshold, localization per-
formance in the left-right direction ~e.g., frontal horizontal
plane! was still found to be nearly as good as without the
distracter. The degradation started earlier and was more se-
vere for the up-down and front-back directions. The results3082 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 5, November 2004for the left-right direction were later confirmed by Lorenzi
et al. ~1999!, who conducted a similar experiment with
sound sources in the frontal horizontal plane. However, the
detection levels of Lorenzi et al. ~1999! were slightly higher,
maybe due to utilization of a sound-treated chamber instead
of a strictly anechoic environment. Furthermore, Lorenzi
et al. ~1999! found a degradation in performance when the
stimuli were low-pass filtered at 1.6 kHz, unlike when the
stimuli were high pass filtered at the same frequency.
A simulation was carried out with a white noise dis-
tracter directly in front of the listener and a click-train target
with a rate of 100 Hz located at 30° azimuth. Assuming a
detection level of 211 dB ~the highest value in Good et al.
1997!, the chosen absolute T/D of 23, 29, and 221 dB
correspond to the relative T/D of 8, 2, and 210 dB, respec-
tively, as investigated by Good and Gilkey ~1996!. The PDFs
for the critical band centered at 500 Hz did not yield a clear
peak corresponding to the direction of the click train. Moti-
vated by the fact that in this case higher frequencies are more
important for directional discrimination ~Lorenzi et al.,
1999!, we investigated further the 2 kHz critical band. Panels
~A!–~C! of Fig. 5 show PDFs of ITD and ILD without the
cue selection for the selected T/D ratios. Corresponding
PDFs obtained by the cue selection @Eq. ~7!# are shown in
panels ~D!–~F!. The thresholds for the panels ~D!–~F! were
c050.990, c050.992, and c050.992, respectively, resulting
in 3%, 9%, and 99% of the signal power being represented
by the selected cues.
The PDFs in Fig. 5 imply that the target is localized as a
separate auditory event for the T/D ratios of 23 dB and 29
dB. However, for the lowest T/D ratio the target click-train is
no longer individually localizable, as also suggested by the
results of Good and Gilkey ~1996!. In panels ~A! and ~B!,
ITD peaks are seen to rise at regular intervals due to the
periodicity of the cross-correlation function, while the cue
selection suppresses the periodical peaks as shown in panelsC. Faller and J. Merimaa: Source localization in complex listening
FIG. 6. IC, ILD, and ITD as a function
of time for a lead/lag click-train with a
rate of 5 Hz and an ICI of 5 ms. Left
column, 500 Hz; and right column, 2
kHz critical band. The cue selection
thresholds ~top row! and the free-field
cues of the sources ~middle and bot-
tom rows! are indicated with dashed
lines. Selected cues are marked with
bold solid lines.~D! and ~E!. Note that when the click-train is individually
localizable, only the recovered ITD cues are close to the
free-field cues of both sources, whereas a single broad ILD
peak appears. This is in line with the findings of Braasch
~2003! that in the presence of a distracter, ILDs are less
reliable cues for localization, and that ITDs also gain more
importance in the subjective localization judgment. The ITD
peaks corresponding to the click-train are also shifted away
from the distracter. Such a pushing effect caused by a dis-
tracter in front of the listener was observed for one listener in
a similar experiment ~Lorenzi et al., 1999! and for most lis-
teners when the target was an independent noise signal ~Bra-
asch and Hartung 2002!. On the contrary, Good and Gilkey
~1996! reported a pulling effect, which was also the case for
two listeners in the experiment of Lorenzi et al. ~1999!.
B. Precedence effect
This section illustrates the cue selection within the con-
text of the precedence effect. Pairs of clicks are used to dem-
onstrate the results for wide band signals ~in this case a sig-
nal with at least the width of a critical band!. Sinusoidal
tones are simulated with different onset rates and the cues
obtained during the onset are shown to agree with results
reported in the literature.
1. Pairs of clicks
In a classical precedence effect experiment, a lead/lag
pair of clicks is presented to the listener ~Blauert, 1997; Lito-
vsky et al., 1999!. The leading click is first emitted from one
direction, followed by another identical click from another
direction after an interclick interval ~ICI! of a few millisec-
onds. As discussed in Sec. I, the directional perception
changes depending on ICI.
Figure 6 shows IC, ILD, and ITD as a function of time
for a click train with a rate of 5 Hz analyzed at the critical
bands centered at 500 Hz and 2 kHz. The lead source is
simulated at 40° and the lag at 240° azimuth with an ICI of
5 ms. As expected based on earlier discussion, IC is close to
one whenever only the lead sound is within the analysis timeJ. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 5, November 2004 C. Fwindow. As soon as the lag reaches the ears of the listener,
the superposition of the two clicks reduces the IC. The cues
obtained by the selection with c050.95 for the 500 Hz and
c050.985 for the 2 kHz critical band are shown in the figure,
and the free-field cues of both sources are indicated with
dashed lines. The selected cues are close to the free-field
cues of the leading source and the cues related to the lag are
ignored, as is known to happen based on psychophysical
studies ~Litovsky et al. 1999!. The fluctuation in the cues
before each new click pair is due to the internal noise of the
model.
The performance of the cue selection was again assessed
as a function of c0 for the critical bands with center frequen-
cies of 250, 500, 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz. The statistical
measures were calculated from a 1.6 s signal segment. Figure
7 shows ITD and ILD biases @Eq. ~8!# and standard devia-
tions @Eq. ~9!#, as well as the power of the selected cues @Eq.
~10!# as a function of c0 . The biases and standard deviations
were computed related to the free-field cues of the leading
source, since localization of the lag should be suppressed if
the selection works correctly. Both the biases and standard
deviations decrease as c0 increases. Thus the larger the cue
selection threshold c0 , the more similar the selected cues are
to the free-field cues of the leading source.
At a single critical band, the energy of the clicks is
spread over time due to the gammatone filtering and the
model of neural transduction. Therefore, with an ICI of 5 ms,
a large proportion of the critical band signals related to the
clicks of a pair is overlapping, and only a small part of the
energy of the lead click appears in the critical band signals
before the lag. Consequently, the relative signal power cor-
responding to the selected cues is fairly low when requiring
small bias and standard deviation, as can be seen in the left
bottom panel of Fig. 7.
Localization as a function of ICI: The previous experi-
ment was repeated for ICIs in the range of 0–20 ms using the
500 Hz critical band. The chosen range of delays includes
summing localization, localization suppression, and indepen-
dent localization of both clicks without the precedence effect3083aller and J. Merimaa: Source localization in complex listening
FIG. 7. ITD and ILD bias, standard deviation, and rela-
tive power of the selected signal portions as a function
of the cue selection threshold c0 for a lead/lag click-
train. Data are shown for the 250, 500, 1000, 2000, and
3000 Hz critical bands.~Litovsky et al., 1999!. For all previous simulations, a suit-
able c0 was chosen as a compromise between similarity of
the cues to free-field cues and how frequently cues are se-
lected. Here, each ICI corresponds to a different listening
situation, since the different delays of the lag imply different
acoustical environments. It is thus expected that the most
effective c0 may also differ depending on ICI.
Several different criteria for determining c0 were as-
sessed. Indeed, using the same c0 for all ICIs did not yield
the desired results. The criterion of adapting c0 such that the
relative power of the selected cues @Eq. ~10!# had the same
value for each simulation did not yield good results either.
Thus, a third criterion was adopted. The cue selection thresh-
old c0 was determined numerically for each simulation such
that st ~the narrowness of the peaks in the PDFs of ITD!
was equal to 15 ms. This could be explained with a hypo-
thetical auditory mechanism adapting c0 in time with the aim
of making ITD and/or ILD standard deviation sufficiently3084 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 5, November 2004small. Small standard deviations indicate small fluctuations
of the selected cues in time and thus non-time-varying local-
ization of auditory events. The resulting PDFs of ITD and
ILD as a function of ICI with and without the cue selection
are shown in Fig. 8.
The PDFs without the cue selection ~rows 1 and 2 in
Fig. 8! indicate two independently localized auditory events
for most ICIs above 1 ms. Furthermore, the predicted direc-
tions depend strongly on the delay. On the contrary, the PDFs
with the cue selection show that the selected cues correctly
predict all the three phases of the precedence effect ~sum-
ming localization, localization suppression, and independent
localization!. At delays less than approximately 1 ms the ITD
peak moves to the side as the delay increases, as desired, but
the ILD cues do not indicate the same direction as the ITD
cues. However, this is also in line with existing psychophysi-
cal literature. Anomalies of the precedence effect have been
observed in listening tests with band pass filtered clicksFIG. 8. PDFs of ITD and ILD as a function of the
interclick interval ~ICI! for a click-train: without cue
selection ~rows 1 and 2! and with cue selection ~rows 3
and 4!. Cue selection threshold c0 and relative power
p0 of the selected signal portion ~bottom row!.C. Faller and J. Merimaa: Source localization in complex listening
~Blauert and Cobben, 1978!, suggesting a contribution of the
extracted misleading ILDs to the localization judgment. For
delays within the range of approximately 1–10 ms there is
only one significant peak in the PDFs, indicating localization
in the direction of the lead. For larger delays two peaks ap-
pear, suggesting two independently localized auditory
events. Note that the fusion of two clicks has been found to
sometimes break down earlier, but 10 ms is within the range
of reported critical thresholds for localization dominance
~Litovsky et al., 1999; Litovsky and Shinn-Cunningham,
2001!.
The bottom row of Fig. 8 shows the selection threshold
c0 and the relative power p0 of the signal corresponding to
the selected cues as a function of the ICI. For most ICIs up to
approximately 8 ms, the relative power of the selected signal
portion almost vanishes. However, there is one characteristic
peak of p0 at approximately 0.5 ms. The experiment was
repeated for a number of critical bands in the range of 400 to
600 Hz with the observation that the location of this peak
moves along the ICI axis as a function of the center fre-
quency of the considered critical band. Furthermore, the gen-
eral trends of the selected cues were very similar to those at
the 500 Hz band in that they all strongly implied the three
phases of the precedence effect. Thus, by considering a num-
ber of critical bands the three phases of the precedence effect
can indeed be explained by the cue selection such that at
each ICI a signal portion with nonvanishing power is se-
lected.
Cue selection threshold and precedence buildup: For the
previous experiment, it was hypothesized that the criterion
for determining c0 is the standard deviation of ITD and/or
ILD. The computation of these quantities involves determin-
ing the number of peaks ~i.e., the number of individually
localized auditory events! adaptively in time, which might be
related to the buildup of precedence. A buildup occurs when
a lead/lag stimulus with ICI close to the echo threshold is
repeated several times. During the first few stimulus pairs,
the precedence effect is not active and two auditory events
are independently perceived. After the buildup, the clicks
merge to a single auditory event in the direction of the lead
~Freyman et al., 1991!. An adaptive process determining c0
would require a certain amount of stimulus activity and time
until an effective c0 is determined and it could thus explain
the time-varying operation of the precedence effect.
The precedence effect literature also discusses a break-
down of precedence when, for instance, the directions of the
lead and lag are suddenly swapped ~Clifton, 1987; Blauert,
1997; Litovsky et al., 1999!. However, more recent results of
Djelani and Blauert ~2001, 2002! indicate that the buildup is
direction specific, suggesting further that what has been ear-
lier reported as breakdown of precedence is rather a conse-
quence of precedence not being built up for a new lag direc-
tion. Djelani and Blauert ~2002! also showed that without
stimulus activity the effect of the buildup decays slowly by
itself, which supports the idea of an adaptive c0 . In order to
model the direction-specific buildup, c0 would also need to
be defined as a function of direction. However, testing and
developing the corresponding adaptation method is beyond
the scope of this paper and will be part of the future work.J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 5, November 2004 C. F2. Onset rate of a sinusoidal tone
Rakerd and Hartmann ~1986! investigated the effect of
the onset time of a 500 Hz sinusoidal tone on localization in
the presence of a single reflection. In the case of a sinusoidal
tone, the steady state ITD and ILD cues result from the co-
herent sum of the direct and reflected sound at the ears of a
listener. Often these cues do not imply the direction of either
the direct sound or the reflection. Rakerd and Hartmann
~1986! found that the onset rate of the tone was a critical
factor in determining how much the misleading steady state
cues contributed to the localization judgment of human lis-
teners. For fast onsets, localization was based on the correct
onset cues, unlike when the level of the tone raised slowly.
The cue selection cannot, as such, explain the discounting of
the steady state cues, which always have IC close to one.
However, considering just the onsets the following results
reflect the psychophysical findings of Rakerd and Hartmann
~1986!.
Figure 9 shows IC, ILD, and ITD as a function of time
for a 500 Hz tone with onset times of 0, 5, and 50 ms. The
simulated case corresponds approximately to the ‘‘WDB
room’’ and ‘‘reflection source 6’’ condition reported by
Rakerd and Hartmann ~1986!. The direct sound is simulated
in front of the listener, and the reflection arrives with a delay
of 1.4 ms from an azimuthal angle of 30°. A linear onset
ramp is used and the steady state level of the tone is set to 65
dB SPL. The ITD and ILD cues selected with a threshold of
c050.93 are marked with bold solid lines and the free-field
cues of the direct sound and the reflection are indicated with
dashed lines. Note that the direct sound reaches the ears of
the listener at approximately 7 ms. For onset times of 0 and
5 ms, ITD and ILD cues are similar to the free-field cues at
the time when IC reaches the threshold. However, with an
onset time of 50 ms the ITD and ILD cues no longer corre-
spond to the free-field cues, which is suggested by the de-
graded localization performance in the experiment of Rakerd
and Hartmann ~1986!.
In order to predict the final localization judgment, an-
other selection mechanism would be needed to only include
the localization cues at the time instants when the cue selec-
tion becomes effective. The dependence on the onset rate can
be explained by considering the input signals of the binaural
processor. During the onset, the level of the reflected sound
follows that of the direct sound with a delay of 1.4 ms. Thus,
the slower the onset, the smaller the difference. The critical
moment is when the level of the direct sound rises high
enough above the level of the internal noise to yield IC
above the selection threshold. If the reflection has non-
negligible power at that time, localization cues will be biased
to the steady state direction already when the selection be-
gins.
C. Independent sources in a reverberant environment
As a final test for the model, the localization of 1 and 2
speech sources was simulated in a reverberant environment.
The utilized BRIRs were measured with a Neumann KU 80
dummy head in an empty lecture hall with reverberation
times of 2.0 and 1.4 s at the octave bands centered at 500 and3085aller and J. Merimaa: Source localization in complex listening
FIG. 9. IC, ILD, and ITD as a function
of time for a 500 Hz sinusoidal tone
and one reflection. The columns from
left to right show results for onset
times of 0 ms, 5 ms, and 50 ms. The
cue selection threshold of c050.95
~top row! and the free-field cues of the
source and the reflection ~middle and
bottom rows! are indicated with
dashed lines. Selected cues are marked
with bold solid lines. Data are shown
for the 500 Hz critical band.2000 Hz, respectively. The same phonetically balanced
speech samples as used in Sec. III A 1 were convolved with
BRIRs simulating sources at 30° azimuth for the case of one
source and 630° for the two sources. The case of two talkers
included again two different sentences uttered by the same
male speaker. For computing the free-field cues, the BRIRs
were truncated to 2.3 ms, such that the effect of the reflec-
tions was ignored.
The chosen hall is a very difficult case for localization
due to lots of diffuse reflections from the tables and benches
all around the simulated listening position. At the 500 Hz
critical band, the ITD and ILD cues prior to the selection did
not yield any meaningful data for localization. The cue se-
lection resulted in high peaks close to the free-field cues, but
it was not able to suppress all other peaks implying different
directions. A subsequent investigation showed that these er-3086 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 5, November 2004roneous peaks appear at different locations at different criti-
cal bands. Thus, processing of localization information
across critical bands should be able to further suppress them.
At 2 kHz, the results for a single critical band were clearer
and they will be illustrated here.
Panels ~A! and ~B! of Fig. 10 show PDFs of ITD and
ILD without the cue selection, and panels ~C! and ~D! show
the corresponding PDFs of the selected cues. Since the cue
selection in this case samples the ITD and ILD relatively
infrequently, the PDFs were computed considering 3 s of
signal. Similar results are obtained when the PDFs are com-
puted from different time intervals. The cue selection crite-
rion for both the 1 and 2 source scenarios was c050.99,
resulting in 1% of the signal power corresponding to the
selected cues. Without the cue selection, the PDFs do not
yield much information for localization in either of the cases.FIG. 10. PDFs of ITD and ILD for 1 ~A! and 2 ~B!
speech sources in a reverberant hall and the correspond-
ing PDFs when cue selection is applied ~C! and ~D!.
The values of the free-field cues for each source are
indicated with dotted lines. Data are shown for the 2
kHz critical band.C. Faller and J. Merimaa: Source localization in complex listening
Periodicity of the cross-correlation function is clearly visible
and it is difficult to distinguish between the one and two
source cases. However, with the cue selection sharp peaks
arise relatively close to the free-field cues. In the two source
case, the right source is practically correctly localized,
whereas the ITD cues of the left source are slightly biased
towards the center. Note that contrary to the results in Sec.
III A 2, the localization is in this case shifted towards the
competing sound source. As discussed, also this kind of a
pulling effect has been reported in psychoacoustical studies
~Good and Gilkey, 1996; Lorenzi et al., 1999; Braasch and
Hartung, 2002!.
IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION
In the preceding sections, the selection of ITD and ILD
cues based on IC was introduced into a localization model
and applied to simulations of a number of complex listening
scenarios. In comparison to several existing localization
models, a significant difference in the proposed method is the
way that the signal power at each time instant affects the
localization judgment. In models not designed for complex
listening situations, the localization cues and subsequently
the final localization judgment are often derived from a time
window including the whole stimulus, or of a time integra-
tion of a binaural activity pattern computed with running
non-normalized cross correlation. In such cases, the contri-
bution of each time instant to the final localization depends
on the instantaneous power. In our approach, only the cues
during the selected time instants contribute to localization.
Thus the model can in many cases neglect localization infor-
mation corresponding to time instants with high power, if the
power is high due to concurrent activity of several sound
sources ~or concurrent activity of sources and reflections!.
The relative power of individual sources also affects how
often ITD and ILD cues corresponding to each source are
selected.
The proposed model also bears resemblance to earlier
models of the precedence effect. The temporal inhibition of
the model of Lindemann ~1986a! tends to hold the highest
peaks of the running cross-correlation function ~calculated
with the stationary inhibition that incorporates ILDs into the
model!. The higher a peak ~i.e., the higher the IC at the
corresponding time instant!, the stronger the temporal inhi-
bition. The cue selection achieves a somewhat similar effect
without a need for an explicit temporal inhibition mecha-
nism, since the localization suppression is directly related to
the IC estimated with a similar time window. However, the
effect can also be quite different in some scenarios. Whereas
the model of Lindemann ~1986a! only ‘‘remembers’’ the
peaks corresponding to a high IC for a short time ~time con-
stant of 10 ms!, the cue selection with a slowly varying c0
has a much longer memory. The frequency of the time in-
stants when the direct sound of only one source dominates
within a critical band depends on the complexity of the lis-
tening situation. In complex cases ~e.g., Sec. III C!, only a
small fraction of the ear input signals contribute to localiza-
tion, and new localization information may be acquired rela-
tively infrequently. We, nevertheless, assume that it is the
cues at these instants of time that determine the source local-J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 5, November 2004 C. Fization. During the time when no cues are selected, the lo-
calization of the corresponding auditory events is assumed to
be determined by the previously selected cues, which is in
principle possible. Localization of sinusoidal tones based
only on their onsets ~Rakerd and Hartmann 1985, 1986! and
a related demonstration called the ‘‘Franssen effect’’ ~Frans-
sen, 1960; Hartmann and Rakerd, 1989! show that a derived
localization judgment can persist for several seconds after
the related localization cues have occurred. In precedence
effect conditions ~Sec. III B! the cue selection naturally de-
rives most localization information from signal onsets, as is
explicitly done in the model of Zurek ~1987! ~see also Mar-
tin, 1997!. However, the cue selection is not limited to get-
ting information from onsets only, and it does not necessarily
include all onsets.
Throughout the paper, the resulting ITD and ILD cues
were considered separately instead of deriving a combined
localization judgment. The mutual role of ITDs and ILDs is
often characterized with time-intensity trading ratios
~Blauert, 1997! or in the form of the classic duplex theory
~Rayleigh, 1907!: ITD cues dominate localization at low fre-
quencies and ILDs at high frequencies. However, in complex
listening situations the relative weights of these cues may
change. Wightman and Kistler ~1992! have shown that in the
presence of conflicting ITD and ILD cues, ITD cues will
dominate the localization judgment of broadband noise as
long as low frequency energy is present. Furthermore, Bra-
asch ~2003! has found that the presence of a distracting
sound source even strengthens the weight of ITD cues. Nev-
ertheless, the results of Rakerd and Hartmann ~1986! suggest
that steady-state ITDs can sometimes be completely ne-
glected, unlike ILD cues. Considering the relative weights of
ITD and ILD cues in more detail is beyond the scope of this
paper. However, in future work it will be interesting to assess
whether the proposed cue selection reflects the relative im-
portance of ITD and ILD cues, i.e., whether the cue selec-
tion, for example, recovers more reliably ITD cues in cases
where they are weighted more than ILD cues, and vice versa.
The cue selection mechanism could be seen to perform a
function that Litovsky and Shinn-Cunningham ~2001! have
characterized as ‘‘a general process that enables robust local-
ization not only in the presence of echoes, but whenever any
competing information from a second source arrives before
the direction of a previous source has been computed.’’ For
the purposes of this paper, ITD and IC cues were analyzed
using a cross-correlation model, whereas ILDs were com-
puted independently. Similar cue selection could also be
implemented in other localization models, such as the
excitation-inhibition ~EI! model of Breebaart et al. ~2001!
involving joint analysis of ITD and ILD cues within a physi-
ologically motivated structure. In the EI model, full coher-
ence is not represented by maximum activity but by zero
activity. Thus, as opposed to specifying a lower bound of IC
for the cue selection, an upper bound of activity would need
to be determined.
As shown in Sec. III, the cue selection model was able
to simulate most psychophysical results reviewed in the in-
troduction by using a selection threshold adapted to each
specific listening scenario. Although this paper is limited to3087aller and J. Merimaa: Source localization in complex listening
localization based on binaural cues, it should be mentioned
that the precedence effect has also been observed in the me-
dian sagittal plane where the localization is based on spectral
cues instead of interaural differences ~Blauert, 1971; Lito-
vsky et al., 1997!. Thus, the cue selection model does not
fully describe the operation of the precedence effect. Further-
more, the model cannot as such explain the discounting of
ITD and ILD cues occurring simultaneously with a high IC
during the steady state sound in two scenarios: a sinusoidal
tone presented in a room ~Rakerd and Hartmann 1985, 1986;
Hartmann and Rakerd, 1989! and two independent noise
sources with the same envelopes presented from different
directions ~Braasch, 2002!. The psychophysical results of
Litovsky et al. ~1997! show that the localization suppression
is somewhat weaker in the median plane than in the horizon-
tal plane, which could be interpreted as evidence for another
suppression mechanism, possibly operating simultaneously
with a binaural mechanism such as the proposed cue selec-
tion. Indeed, simulating all the results cited in this paragraph
would appear to require some additional form of temporal
inhibition.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A cue selection mechanism was presented for modeling
source localization in complex listening scenarios. The cue
selection can simulate both localization of several concur-
rently active independent sources and suppression of the lo-
calization of reflected sound by considering ITD and ILD
cues only when IC at the corresponding critical band is larger
than a certain threshold. It was shown that at time instants
when this occurs, ITD and ILD are likely to represent the
direction of one of the sources. Thus, by looking at the dif-
ferent ITD and ILD values during the selected time instants
one can obtain information about the direction of each
source.
The proposed cue selection mechanism was imple-
mented in the framework of a binaural model considering the
known periphery of the auditory system. The remaining parts
of the model were analytically motivated for the sake of
focus on the cue selection method without having to consider
the specific properties and limitations of existing physiologi-
cally motivated models. Nevertheless, it was pointed out in
the discussion that in principle the proposed cue selection
method is physiologically feasible.
The binaural model with the proposed cue selection was
verified with the results of a number of psychophysical stud-
ies from the literature. The simulation results suggest rela-
tively reliable localization of concurrent speech sources both
in anechoic and reverberant environments. The effect of
target-to-distracter ratio corresponds qualitatively to pub-
lished results of localization of a click-train in the presence
of a noise distracter. Localization dominance is correctly re-
produced for click pairs and for the onsets of sinusoidal
tones. It was also hypothesized that the buildup of prece-
dence may be related to the time the auditory system needs
to find a cue selection threshold which is effective for the
specific listening situation. As a final test, the model was
applied for source localization in a reverberant hall with one3088 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 5, November 2004and two speech sources. The results suggest that also in this
most complex case the model is able to obtain cues corre-
sponding to the directions of the sources.
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